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Voice to skull

Voice To Skull otherwise known as V2K.

Now let me state this before I go further. I am not an expert on this topic. I have never been a target of this practice. My knowledge is limited, but I do get
questions in regards to this from time to time, so I am going to try to tackle this in a small way.
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This is not advise, a professional opinion, or legal feedback in anyway shape or form.

I also want to say to true targets of this practice, I think you are very brave discussing this stuff. It can not be easy, and I hope that technology can be found to
counter what is happening.

Some targets legitimate targets complain about hearing voices. If you are from outside the community and someone tells you that they are hearing voices you
assume that they are crazy right?

Well the more you know the better able you are to make informed choices and opinions.

Now after watching this video, do you think that everyone hearing voices is crazy?

What about after watching this clip from Real Genius? It’s a 1980′s movie staring Val Kilmeer, where they get someone to hear voices via a tooth implant.

They put the person to sleep, do a bit of drilling in his tooth, and he wakes up thinking that he is hearing the voice of God. This was a cheap 80′s trick. Actual
technology has come a long way.

The clip will not be posted here, but if you really look for it you can find it. Or just rent the movie.

You can even watch the movie control factor. Where they also use technology to get people to hear voices. In an apartment not too far from where the target
lives.

[quote]“The American people have been kept in the dark about the true scientific progress in this country. Technologies of mass-control exist that
the public would never dream off. I know because, I helped developed them. They call it psychotronic warfare, a research program dealing with
mind-control. They can control everything what a person does, voices, that is how they get ya. This is not the elected government, this is the
national security empire, the dark vaders of the 21st century.” –Control Factor

Credit Source: 
This short video clip was taken from the movie “Control Factor(2003) by Universal Studios”

More Mind-Control Sources:

Mind Control The Ultimate Terror: 
www.educate-yourself.org/mc/

Psychotronics: 
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/ciencia/cienc ia_psychotronicweapons.htm

Mind Control with Silent Sounds & Super Computers: 
www.educate-yourself.org/cn/mindcontrolw ithsilentsounds24jun05.shtml

Digital TV – Mind Control by sound of silence: 
www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica /esp_sociopol_mindcon40.htm[/quote]

Now control factor is just a movie, but the concept of the technology is very real.

This silent sound technology was patented years ago. Microwave hearing, which would allow a microwave to send voices directly inside the human head.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microwave_auditory_effect
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[quote] 
The microwave auditory effect, also known as the microwave hearing effect or the Frey effect, consists of audible clicks induced by
pulsed/modulated microwave frequencies. The clicks are generated directly inside the human head without the need of any receiving electronic
device. The effect was first reported by persons working in the vicinity of radar transponders during World War II. These induced sounds are not
audible to other people nearby. The microwave auditory effect was later discovered to be inducible with shorter-wavelength portions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. During the Cold War era, the American neuroscientist Allan H. Frey studied this phenomenon and was the first to publish
(Journal of Applied Physiology, Vol. 17, pages 689-692, 1962) information on the nature of the microwave auditory effect; this effect is therefore also
known as the Frey effect.

Dr. Don R. Justesen published “Microwaves and Behavior” in The American Psychologist (Volume 30, March 1975, Number 3).

Research by NASA in the 1970s[citation needed] showed that this effect occurs as a result of thermal expansion of parts of the human ear around
the cochlea, even at low power density. Later, signal modulation was found to produce sounds or words that appeared to originate intracranially. It
was studied for its possible use in communications. Similar research conducted in the USSR studied its use in non-lethal weaponry.[citation needed]

The existence of non-lethal weaponry that exploits the microwave auditory effect appears to have been classified “Secret NOFORN” in the USA from
(at the latest) 1998, until the declassification on 6 December 2006 of “Bioeffects of Selected Non-Lethal Weaponry” in response to a FOIA request.

The technology gained further public attention when a company announced in early 2008 that they were close to fielding a device called MEDUSA
(Mob Excess Deterrent Using Silent Audio) based on the principle.[1] 
[/quote]

So if a target starts to hear voices how do they know if they are crazy or being experimented on with one of the above technologies or even something more
advanced?

This is a hard question to answer. The targeting that we experience I fully believe is capable of driving a perfectly sane person, mentally unstable. However I do
believe that some targets are being played with, using some of the above technologies.

If I was a target in this situation, I would use a very scientific method to investigate.

Location.

Are you hearing the voices at all times, or just in specific locations?

Does it happen under water? Is the effect increased or decreased in anyway?

Have you tried to record the voices? Remember we can not hear dog whistles, but they do work. Many sounds are outside of human hearing, but other technology
might be able to pick it up.

I am not sure if a microwave would block the sounds out, but if I was a target in this situation, and thought microwave hearing was being used, I would try to see if
the noise could be eliminated by testing out a microwave. Eg. Unplugged a microwave, if you place your head/skull inside for a few seconds, do the voices stop?
I know this sounds extreme, but honestly it’s something that I would check, takes about 30 seconds and this may or may not be something that could be
attempted.

I mentioned recently that they are working on technology to give the world an invisible cloak, should be ready in the next three years or less. Yes an honest to
goodness invisibility cloak. Think Harry Potter.
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The materials they are using, are designed to bounce off microwave rays and this might help targets in the future if microwaves are being used. However the
materials are expensive, but for targets with money to burn, then this could be something to look into.

Underground bunkers, deprivation chambers? I don’t know if any of these would work. Climbing a high mountain? Just to test out different locations, to see if it is
something high tech vs low tech, vs something that is with you 24/7.

Again the above may or may not prove or disprove anything but it’s something that I would look into if in the same situation.

Why I believe some targets who say this is happening to them? Well in part because of the above examples posted, but the targets that I do believe, they were
really specific.

Ruth Goodman, said it was men that she had dated, who worked in the intelligence industry. She said it happened to her after she was drugged and put under
anesthesia. She thinks some form of micro surgery was done. She says they tried to keep her off the internet and prevent her from writing. She died shortly after,
so I can’t confirm this one way or another, but her example fits what others have said.

A man I think his name was Tracy said that he could hear people like they were fighting over a microphone, and he knew at least one. To me based on what he
said, it sounded like they were close by where they could see him, and the stuff they said, sounded like hicks who really wanted to mess with someone.

Gloria Naylor from what I recall said that her voices prevented her from writing. Now in her case I don’t know if they were with her all the time, or just when near
the computer.

I like what Naylor did in the sense that she tried the traditional method, was given medication, it did not work, so she looked around for other answers.

I think this is logical, but as a target, I know that I would do a lot of research, experimentation and troubleshooting first.

So I spent a large part of the last few days brainstorming trying to figure out what things targets have done, and what they could do.

Remember these people who are doing this to you are not God, they would like to be, but they are not.

[quote]They are trying to develop a beam of light, it would be projected onto your forehead, go a couple of milimeters into your frontal cortex, and
then receptors would get the reflection of that light, and you would not know. [/quote]

They even have laser microphones.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_microphone

[quote]The main type of laser microphone is a surveillance device that uses a laser beam to detect sound vibrations in a distant object. The object
is typically inside a room where a conversation is taking place, and can be anything that can vibrate (for example, a picture on a wall) in response to
the pressure waves created by noises present in the room. The object preferably has a smooth surface. The laser beam is directed into the room
through a window, reflects off the object and returns to a receiver that converts the beam to an audio signal. The beam may also be bounced off the
window itself. The minute differences in the distance traveled by the light as it reflects from the vibrating object are detected interferometrically. The
interferometer converts the variations to intensity variations, and electronics are used to convert these variations to signals that can be converted
back to sound.[/quote]

The world is changing at a rapid pace. If a target today goes to the doctor to complain of hearing voices, they are still automatically in most cases diagnosed as
mentally unstable, but the reality is, if a psychiatrist or other health care professional is not upto date on the latest technology, or even aware of secret
technologies, they run the risk of making a faulty dignosis, where someone might actually be telling the truth. The science fiction of yesterday, is science fact
today.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Laser_microphone
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1. Wait…what!?…Huh? I didn’t even know this existed. Is it legal?

Comment by Melissa | January 9, 2010 | Reply

Hi Melissa,

Having a citizen watch group, or community oriented policing program is legal. What they are doing to Targeted Individuals under these programs in
most democratic countries would be considered morally and legally wrong.

The problem is that in societies such as Russia, American, East Germany, when times like these have happened the state, government has told
professionals such as lawyers, judges, health care workers, police, etc, to do illegal and immoral things. Take a look at what happened to the black
panthers, or research McCarthyism if you want American examples. If you want Russia just look up Stalin’s Russia, and for East Germany just
review the Stasi.

Because countries such as Canada, American, and the U.K. are trying to keep up the facade of being democratic countries, targets are hoping that
we can find some ways to use the constitution, laws, or human awareness to bring this to a head and get this stopped.
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So what is happening under a truly democratic country, should under no conditions be considered legal, but when these countries go crazy, just like
WWII East Germany, then things that were wrong, and illegal, or immoral and corrupt one minute, become standard practice and routine the next.

All we can do is hope that the people will want change, but the reality has been that enough like this sort of enslavement to go along with it. Targets
getting killed, forced into suicide, jail, and mental wards were wrong when Russia did it, but now that the U.S., Canada, The U.K. and other countries
are doing it, it’s all ok.

Unlike the citizens of Russia who got their stories out to our countries, I am not sure which body we should be trying to get our stories out to. 
There is hope that several different things might work. As targets we are all hopeful, but since this is systemic and goes beyond borders we are also
realistic that this is part of a much larger plan, and thus citizens have to be the ones to help stop this, because it will also affect them eventually.

Comment by gangstalking | January 9, 2010 | Reply

2. This remote neural monitering is like these videos only able 
to read thoughts and project the other persons voice at great distances. Possible a scaler wave technology device.

Comment by starkeep | May 18, 2010 | Reply

3. I have experienced all of these, but on a level much worse than many describe. The worst, I would say, is having been injected with a substance that has
made me physically age more than ten years as well as the medical corruption, document forging that accompanied this and the other “medicines” they
gave to me. It has been over a year and I have not been the same. Each time I eat I feel as if I have injected a strong sedative that makes me slow and
erases my short term memory, concentration, etc. It basically incapacitates me.

Aside from that, the weapons they used on me caused my throat to develop all sorts of things. It’s incredible. I think I may also have been given a virus or
other diseases. That’s not even describing the stalking, electromagnetic weapons, covert druggings, sabotage, etc.

So….it’s sad but this is the world. Organized crime is now, if it never was, synonomous with police and legitimate work of all kinds. It’s sad, but this is the
world, and many will go along with it because they have been brain washed to do it in one form or another, or just plain bribed with money and things.

We’ll just have to wait a 100 years or so until this is common knowledge. Then our experiences will be documented to students in text books. They’ll be
able to get points for the physical torture I endured….and then be part of another government plan to experiment and torture others in a brand new form.

Comment by Stalkee | August 21, 2010 | Reply

I sometimes wonder if it was HIV cause my immune system hasn’t been the same since. On the other hand, I think they gave me some kind of
chemo too cause my skin burned so damn much, ….ah, well. I guess the mob is the mob for a reason. At least death will bring relief….someday.

Comment by Stalkee | August 21, 2010 | Reply

You can only be HIV pos if you have unprotected sex, do IV drugs, or have a blood transfusion. Some people do not even fully believe that
these methods are confirmed as you can see with the skeptics. If you are actually worried take a test. As for chemo, don’t know. I believe
that they do use things like X-ray machines on targets, what that does, don’t know.

Comment by gangstalking | August 23, 2010

4. Just wanted to add I too have been having throat issues since the introduction of the physical emf weapons rather than the auditory weapons. Also from
my recent car “crash” I can confirm that x-ray machines give off radiation (my sister had a minor head injury and I asked the doctor just to do an x-ray to be
sure she was ok, the doctor replied that she was reluctant as CT scans give off a lot of radiation and they dnt like to perform this procedure unless its
absoloutely neccessary.)I’m sure x-ray machines would give off less radiation as they are used from a distance but who knows what the effects are after a
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prolonged period of time. This whole thing/experience has made me question so much, my mum died of cancer was that just life or something more
sinister.

Comment by protected mind | August 24, 2010 | Reply

5. This technology explains alot of what is happening to me and my child, my gorgeous 6 yr old child. I always say it was meant to be me and it was meant to
be them this is not just a coincidence. My son is 6 yrs old and since he was 3 months old they have been insulting me through him, I mean if it was
anyone else who knows what they might have done hearing voices through their child, but I have always known deep down even though intially I doubted
myself for about 2 year its been 10 yrs now. When i say it was meant to be me I dont mean I deserve this in any shape or form, just that I know what is
happening and would never ever harm my child, but just imagine this was someone else not as strong minded as me, they could have been driven to
insanity and killed their child, and these people know that, they do not care. Thats why I say it was meant to be them, just as we were chosen, so were
they by the faceless people at the top behind it all. They are cowardly, sick, pathetic, child abusing, no-life lowlife and boring too. With all that they do to
me I am bored of them, them doing the same thing day in day out, me listening to it day in and day out, it is soooo boring, amongst all the other things it is
vile, pathetic, sick and disgusting it is boring, repetitve bullshit. Imagine doing the same thing 24/7 for 10 yrs , I’m an intelligent woman and it bores me. So
much so I’ve become complacent. Its not agood place to be when your bored with life, I thank God I have my child to make me smile everyday.

Comment by protected mind | August 24, 2010 | Reply
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Gangstalking adventures.

Hello world.

This blog is going to be about my adventures with gang stalking. I really didn’t choose this adventure, it choose me about six years or so ago. I didn’t ask for it,
but I am living it, and so now I will share my adventures with you all.

I am not on facebook, or myspace. I get asked this question a lot. You can visit the following links to see some of the progress that is being made. I did create a
twitter account.

http://www.Gangstalkingworld.com/Media

http://www.GangStalkingUnited.com

http://www.Indigoribbon.com/Quilt

http://www.TargetedIndividuals.com
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